John Post Property
Town of Galway

Region 5, Saratoga County

Site Setup:
Site of a tire dump behind the burned down residence. Tires are spread in a non-uniform continuous manner under trees - not one solid pile. Narrow walking path between tires. Tires stacked to mark path. Over grown brush all around. Majority of tires in woods.

Number of Tire Piles: Undistinguishable

Separation of tire piles:
Not enough space around tire piles.

Dimensions of tire piles:
Total length about 1000'L X 20'W X 6'H

Number of Tires: 30,000 estimated

Condition of Tires:
Some tires on rims. All tires appears to be above grade. Many tires filled with water.

Access:
No gate. Dirt driveway narrow at road. Overgrown brush. Tires are located behind the burned down residence.

Concerns: Vectors, Fire, Mosquitos.